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Fly fishing merit badge worksheet pdf

The requirements for this badge of merit are copyrighted boy scouts of America. They are partially reproduced here as a fair resource for Scouts and Scouts to be used in earning and teaching merit badges. Requirements published by Boy Scouts of America should always be used in the list here. If you have any doubts about the
accuracy of the requirement, consult the Merit Badge Advisor. Reading this page does not meet any requirement for any badge of merit. In accordance with national law, the only person who can sign up to the requirements is a Merit Badge Advisor, duly registered and approved by the local Council. For a list of registered Merit Badge
Advisors or to start a Merit Badge, contact your Scout or Council Service Center. Explain to your advisor the injuries that can occur when fishing with flies and appropriate treatment, including cuts, scratches, stab wounds, insect bites, hypothermia and heat reactions. Explain how to remove the hook that was folded in the arm. Name and
explain five safety practices that should always be followed when fishing a fly. Requirement 2[edit] Talk about how to match a fishing, line, and line to a leader to achieve a balanced system. Talk about several types of fly lines and explain how and when each of them will be used. Check with an advisor on how to take care of this
equipment. Requirement 3[edit] Demonstrate how to tie the appropriate knots to prepare the fishing fishing dish: A. Attach the primer to the fly reel reel with the B sleeper node. Attach the primer to the through line with a knot nail C. Attach the line to the fly with a needle node, nail node or loop connection to loop D. Add the tipper to the
leader with a double surgeon loop or blood node E. Attach the line to the swimming at the end of the terminal leader using the improved requirement 4 clinch node[edit] Explain , how each of the following types of flies is used: dry flies, wet flies, nymphs, streamers, bass bugs and poppers. What does everyone imitate? Bind at least two
types of flies listed in this requirement. Requirement 5[edit] Demonstrate the ability to throw flies consistently and accurately using overhead and roll casting techniques. Requirement 6[edit] Go to the right fishing spot and observe the types of insects that fish can eat. Look for flying insects and some that may be on or below the surface of
the water. Look under the rocks. Explain the meaning of the fit of the inlet. Requirement 7[edit] Explain the importance of practicing Leave No Trace and its positive impact on fishing resources. Requirement 8[edit] Get a copy of the rules for game fishing in your place of residence. Explain why they were accepted and what to achieve by
following them. Requirement Explain what good outdoor sports behavior is and how it relates to fishermen. Tell us how the Outdoor Code of Scouts of America refers to fishing enthusiasts, fishing, aspects of littering, intrusion, courteous behaviour and compliance with fishing rules. Requirement 10[edit] Catch at least one fish. If
regulations and health issues allow, clean up and cook the fish you catch. Otherwise, acquire the fish and cook. External links[edit] Revised January 2019. Explain to advisors the most likely risks you may encounter while participating in fishing activities and what needs to be done to anticipate, help prevent, mitigate, and respond to these
threats. Name and explain five safety practices that should always be followed when fishing a fly. Talk about the prevention and treatment of health problems that can occur during fly fishing, including cuts and scratches, stab wounds, insect bites, hypothermia, dehydration, heat exhaustion, heat stroke and sunburn. Explain how to remove
the hook that was folded in the arm. Demonstrate how to fit a fishing, line, and leader to achieve a balanced system. Talk about several types of fly lines and explain how and when each of them will be used. Check with an advisor on how to take care of this equipment. Demonstrate how to tie the right knots to prepare a fishing fishing
dish: Tie the support to the gazebo of the fly reel reel with a gazebo node Backrest to the line of the fly with a nail node Attach the leader with a knot to the loop with an improved clinch to the loop knot Explain how and when each of the following types of flies is applied: dry flies, wet flies, nymphs, streamers , bass worms, poppers and
saltwater flies. Tell me what each of them is saying. Bind at least two types of flies listed in this requirement. Demonstrate the ability to throw fly 30 feet consistently and accurately using overhead techniques and cast rollers. Go to the right fishing spot and observe what fish can eat both above and below the surface of the water. Look for
flying insects and some that may be on or below the surface of the water. Explain the meaning of the fit of the inlet. Do the following: Explain the importance of practicing Leave No Trace techniques. Omom positive impact of Leave No Trace on fishery resources. State the importance and importance of fishing and release. Describe how to
properly release the fish safely into the water. Get and review a copy of the game fishing regulations where you live or where you plan to fish. Explain why they were accepted and what can be achieved by following them. Say what good is athletic behavior and how it relates to fishing. Tell us how the Outdoor Code of Scouts of America
applies to fishing enthusiasts, including aspects of littering, intrusion, polite behavior, and compliance with fishing regulations. Catch at least one fish. If and health problems allow you to clean and cook the fish you have caught. Otherwise, acquire the fish and cook. (You don't have to eat fish.) Fly Fishing Sheet Follow Me, Scouts
Requirements for this Merit Badge are copyrighted by Boy Scouts of America. They are partially reproduced here as a fair resource for Scouts and Scouts to be used in earning and teaching merit badges. Requirements published by Boy Scouts of America should always be used in the list here. If you have any doubts about the accuracy
of the requirement, consult the Merit Badge Advisor. Reading this page does not meet any requirement for any badge of merit. In accordance with national law, the only person who can sign up to the requirements is a Merit Badge Advisor, duly registered and approved by the local Council. For a list of registered Merit Badge Advisors or to
start a Merit Badge, contact your Scout or Council Service Center. Explain to your advisor the injuries that can occur when fishing with flies and appropriate treatment, including cuts, scratches, stab wounds, insect bites, hypothermia and heat reactions. Explain how to remove the hook that was folded in the arm. Name and explain five
safety practices that should always be followed when fishing a fly. Requirement 2[edit] Talk about how to match a fishing, line, and line to a leader to achieve a balanced system. Talk about several types of fly lines and explain how and when each of them will be used. Check with an advisor on how to take care of this equipment.
Requirement 3[edit] Demonstrate how to tie the appropriate knots to prepare the fishing fishing dish: A. Attach the primer to the fly reel reel with the B sleeper node. Attach the primer to the through line with a knot nail C. Attach the line to the fly with a needle node, nail node or loop connection to loop D. Add the tipper to the leader with a
double surgeon loop or blood node E. Attach the line to the swimming at the end of the terminal leader using the improved requirement 4 clinch node[edit] Explain , how each of the following types of flies is used: dry flies, wet flies, nymphs, streamers, bass bugs and poppers. What does everyone imitate? Bind at least two types of flies
listed in this requirement. Requirement 5[edit] Demonstrate the ability to throw flies consistently and accurately using overhead and roll casting techniques. Requirement 6[edit] Go to the right fishing spot and observe the types of insects that fish can eat. Look for flying insects and some that may be on or below the surface of the water.
Look under the rocks. Explain the meaning of the fit of the inlet. Requirement 7[edit] Explain the importance of practicing Leave No Trace and its positive impact on fishing resources. 8[edit] Get a copy of the rules on game fishing in your place of residence. Explain why they were accepted and what to achieve by following them. Them.
9[edit] Explain what good outdoor sports behavior is and how it relates to fishermen. Tell us how the Outdoor Code of Scouts of America applies to fishing enthusiasts, including aspects of littering, intrusion, polite behavior, and compliance with fishing regulations. Requirement 10[edit] Catch at least one fish. If regulations and health
issues allow, clean up and cook the fish you catch. Otherwise, acquire the fish and cook. External links[edit] Revised January 2019. Explain to advisors the most likely risks you may encounter while participating in fishing activities and what needs to be done to anticipate, help prevent, mitigate, and respond to these threats. Name and
explain five safety practices that should always be followed when fishing a fly. Talk about the prevention and treatment of health problems that can occur during fly fishing, including cuts and scratches, stab wounds, insect bites, hypothermia, dehydration, heat exhaustion, heat stroke and sunburn. Explain how to remove the hook that was
folded in the arm. Demonstrate how to fit a fishing, line, and leader to achieve a balanced system. Talk about several types of fly lines and explain how and when each of them will be used. Check with an advisor on how to take care of this equipment. Demonstrate how to tie the right knots to prepare a fishing fishing dish: Tie the support
to the gazebo of the fly reel reel with a gazebo node Backrest to the line of the fly with a nail node Attach the leader with a knot to the loop with an improved clinch to the loop knot Explain how and when each of the following types of flies is applied: dry flies, wet flies, nymphs, streamers , bass worms, poppers and saltwater flies. Tell me
what each of them is saying. Bind at least two types of flies listed in this requirement. Demonstrate the ability to throw fly 30 feet consistently and accurately using overhead techniques and cast rollers. Go to the right fishing spot and observe what fish can eat both above and below the surface of the water. Look for flying insects and some
that may be on or below the surface of the water. Explain the meaning of the fit of the inlet. Do the following: Explain the importance of practicing Leave No Trace techniques. Omom positive impact of Leave No Trace on fishery resources. State the importance and importance of fishing and release. Describe how to properly release the
fish safely into the water. Get and review a copy of the game fishing regulations where you live or where you plan to fish. Explain why they were accepted and what can be achieved by following them. Say what good is athletic behavior and how it relates to fishing. Share how the External Code Boy Scouts of America refers to fishing
enthusiasts, including aspects of littering, intrusion, courteous behavior, and compliance with fishing regulations. Catch at least one fish. If regulations and health issues allow, clean up and cook the fish you catch. Otherwise, acquire the fish and cook. (You don't have to eat fish.) Fly Fishing Sheet Follow Me, Scouts
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